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Ex-Hecht’s Twice Burned
By Michael Lisicky
Last June 12, a five-alarm fire heavily damaged one of South Broadway’s most prominent
structures. Initial news reports called the building
“a vacant warehouse” but most Fell’s Pointers knew
it as the home of the Fresh Foods supermarket. And
long-time area residents knew it had been Hecht’s
Reliable Stores, or “the Macy’s of Fell’s Point,” a complete four-story community department store.
Reports stated that a faulty refrigeration unit on
the roof caused the June fire. It sat in disarray until
a four-alarmer early Nov. 6 destroyed most of the
building. Nearby residents heard several repeated
explosions as it became engulfed in flames. Its
seeming destruction came on the heels of a threealarm blaze around the corner on Fleet St. at Fell’s
Point Liquors and Bar on Oct. 4. The latest ex-Hecht’s
fire remains under investigation but there is speculation that vagrants trying to stay warm caused it.
The City Commission for Historical & Architectural
Preservation is urging the building’s owner to save
the historical façade. Its future is uncertain but one
longtime resident bemoaned, “You never got junk
at Hecht’s Reliable. Now it’s really gone.”
Merchant Samuel Hecht opened Hecht’s Reliable Stores in 1879 at 519 S. Broadway. In 1883, he
expanded by taking over the former Desche’s Hotel
at 521. During the Civil War, this was the site of Capt.
Porter’s mansion. In 1886, Samuel’s youngest son,
Moses, 13, entered the business. Two years later,
Moses became manager and soon the driving force
of the Hecht group of stores in Baltimore, Washington, and New York. Hecht’s Reliable was known for
its liberal credit policies. Early ads stated, “Hecht’s
liberal credit is a poor man’s friend” and offered
“the best tailor-made, Baltimore-made clothing. No
shoddy penitentiary-made suits or overcoats.”
Although it catered to its working-class neighborhood, Hecht’s Reliable was known as a quality
store, with quality merchandise and personalized
service. In 1914, Hecht’s needed more selling space
and acquired 517. The entire complex was practically rebuilt in 1922 for $50,000, with new floors,
metal ceilings, stairways, and a unified frontage on
Broadway. Its floors were usually crowded with area
residents, who preferred not to travel far to shop.
The store often stayed open until 9PM or midnight
during special sales.
Christmas in Fell’s Point centered on the
stores along S. Broadway and Hecht’s Reliable was
the retail anchor. Christmas tree salesmen lined
the sidewalks and merchants loudly (Continued)
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Recurrent fires at ex-Hecht’s torment Broadway.

Happenings

The War We Commemorate–IX
Chasseur Instilled The Pride
By Geoffrey M. Footner
Chasseur, the Pride of Baltimore, was the most
beautiful of all the Baltimore schooners that fought
against the Royal Navy during the War of 1812.
And although Master Shipwright Thomas Kemp
built her for privateering late in 1812, more than a
year passed before new aggressive owners bought
the ‘Point-built schooner and obtained the perfect
commander. Captain Thomas Boyle took charge of
Chasseur in New York in the winter of 1814, from
whence she commenced her first of two notable
cruises. This article is a tribute to Kemp, a son of
Talbot County, and one of America’s early innovative naval architects.
Boyle had three great cruises in Kemp’s Comet
and Joshua Barney, another master mariner, had
singular success in his one cruise in Kemp’s Rossie.
It was Barney who suggested to Kemp that with
larger, stronger, faster Baltimore schooners, Chesapeake Bay captains could take the war on Britain’s
pocketbook into the “chops of the channel” and
feast upon the laden cargo vessels as Royal Navy
guard ships separated the inbound convoys upon
entering British home seas. This was gentlemanly
warfare--British mariners were never left at sea to
drown when privateers including Chasseur sailed
into British coastal waters.
One does not read much about design specifics of sailing vessels because speed was seldom an
issue before the Chesapeake Bay pilot schooner
was developed. Even it had speed limitations
placed onto it by the “Cod head and Mackerel
tail” design that created a large speed-limiting
bow wave--produced by its hull’s snub convex
bow and a tapering body that had its maximum
beam well forward of the center point of the hull.
Naval architect Henry Eckford, and his associates
the Brown Brothers of New York, are generally
credited with taking down that speed-limiting
phenomenon. Their prize-winner was the yacht
America of 1844, which was a more radical version
of Kemp’s Chasseur.
Kemp must be credited with developing what
one might call the “pre-clipper” design, as he subtly
introduced changes of the pilot schooner design
into Chasseur’s model but also into other wartime
schooners such as the Baltimore schooners Lynx
and Grecian that were built as blockade runners,
not privateers.
Much can be learned about Kemp’s architectural innovations because carpenter’s certificates
and the Federal Registers of Lynx, Gre- (Continued)

Services, Carols, Celebration
The Rev. John Trautwein will conduct his Annual Christmas Eve Candlelight-Carol Service at 7PM in the
Visitor Center on Thames St. “This
is a non-denominational service.”
said the Lutheran pastor, who is also
the senior Town Crier. He and colleague Michael Lisicky will begin their
Christmas Morning Walk Through the
Streets at 11AM, starting at Broadway
and Shakespeare St. As for the celebrations that Main Street has made a
tradition over the last decade, they will
already have occurred by the time you
might read this ‘Pointer. This year’s
calendar is not kind to the newsletter’s
monthly publication schedule, always
the second Saturday.
Street Crime Via Social Media
Several armed robberies in Fell’s
Point and greater Southeast--looking
suspiciously akin to similar seasonal
upticks in previous years wore-triggered a surge of concern on the
streets, phones, Guide, Sun and social
media last month. As a result, Councilman Jim Kraft arranged a neighborhood meeting with SE Police Chief
Maj. Bill Davis on Nov. 26 at Max’s
on Broadway that drew almost 150
residents. Several of their eventual
questions reflected skepticism about
the dedication of the City police.
Kraft thanked owner Ron Furman
for hosting and introduced Davis, who
immediately turned to the role of the
social media in spreading word on
crime. Praising Facebook and such
as forums for legitimate concerns,
while citing examples of exaggeration
spread by social media, Davis said,
“Try to get information to people as
quickly and accurately as possible.”
He cited a cell phone photo posting
by a woman who had answered her
door to hear a plea from a stranger
seeking $10 because his car had broken down. In the course of passing
the picture among friends, several relayed it to police who initially thought
several incidents had occurred.
Joanne Masapust of Fell’s Point
Community Organization asked the
major how to assure that police, called
to a scene, actually file a report. He
assured that they are required to do
so, and suggested asking for the report number as well as the name and
number of the officer. Davis detailed
the numbers of officers on duty here at
any given time, three shifts per day.
Answering a complaint that most of
these police seem to congregate in
the ‘Point for meals at shift changes,
Davis said those often are from other
districts who prefer the food here. Still,
a new rule requires “that no more
than two be in a place at one time.”
When another resident commented
that these visiting police seem disinclined to respond to requests for assistance, the major insisted that they
are required to do so and should be
reported--to 911. An elderly attendee
pled for a return of beat patrols and
Davis assured it would not happen
until City Hall finds the funds.

Forgotten Fortifications
Of The Forgotten War
By John L. Cain
Maybe you’ve heard the rumor, that the War
of 1812 is America’s forgotten war. Not so for many
Marylanders. Hopefully, however, Americans of
all stripes have heard of Fort McHenry, the most
important shrine of that war.
But other fortifications nearby, almost erased
from popular memory, played important
subordinate roles in
protecting the City of
Baltimore from the impending cloud of war.
Small and temporary,
these installations included Fort Covington
and Babcock Battery
on what became the
Western Maryland Railroad yard west of Fort
McHenry; Camp LookU. S. Coast Guard
out, farther inland at
what is now Riverside First Lazaretto light.
Park, and the Lazaretto
Battery on the north shore of the Patapsco River
across from the fort.
Early on Sept. 14, 1814, Fort Covington, with
80 men and guns, and Babcock Battery, with 50
men and six 18-pound cannon, laid down some
decisive firepower and repulsed a British attempt
to sneak behind Fort McHenry in the Ferry Branch
of the Patapsco, under cover of night. The 22 small
barges and about 200 men sought to establish a
beachhead on Whetstone Peninsula, now Locust
Point. The British, frustrated on being discovered
by the Americans, returned to their larger squadron down the river.
The Lazaretto, at the end of what is now Clinton St. in Canton, played a vital role in protecting
Fell’s Point shipyards and privateer schooners. It
consisted of three 18-pound cannon manned by 45
flotilla seamen under Lt. Solomon Frazier. They did
heavy-duty firing about one mile southeast toward
the invading British fleet. Although the batteries
were out of range of the King’s Navy, the bombardment from Fort McHenry and Lazaretto warned
the British that Baltimore was better fortified than
Washington and would not be an easy conquest.
Major General Samuel Smith, commander of Baltimore defenses, singled out the Lazaretto men in
his battle report for having conducted “a successful
fire.”
Additional creative impediments were devised
to protect the City. The Lazaretto was anchor to
one end of a string of floating ships’ masts chained
together and laid across the North West Branch of

Chasseur - cont. from front
cian and Chasseur survive in the National Archives.
Moreover, the Royal Navy captured Lynx and Grecian and made line drawings of their hulls that were
obtained from the National Maritime Museum at
Greenwich. France and other European countries
obtained drawings of Kemp’s wartime privateers.
His designs were used by the French and other
navies as models for squadrons of similar warships. The data gathered by the author provided
enough information to summarize of the major
architectural innovations that Kemp introduced
decades before Henry Eckford incorporated similar advances to gain speed under sail. Speed was
required in the opium trade, by slave traders and
of course in the grain trade, for which the pre clipper ship Ann McKim was built and placed in South
American service during the middle 1830s.
Kemp abandoned the Chesapeake Bay pilot
schooner’s snub convex bow and replaced it when
he designed Chasseur with a limited yet distinct
concave-shaped hull lines at and below its bow’s
waterline. Presto! The speed-limiting bow wave
was tamed. In the interest of gaining new possibilities of speed for Chasseur, Kemp moved her point
of maximum beam back until it approached the
midsection.
Chasseur measured 115 ft. 6 in. length and
maximum beam of 26 ft. 8 in. And yet, despite a
sharply raked bow and stern that reduced its keel
length to 85 ft. 8 in., Chasseur’s capacity was 356
tons. She was twice the size of Comet and a much
stronger and safer vessel when sailing in the rough
seas of the northeastern Atlantic in 1814. Kemp’s
Pride of Baltimore, remembered with Prides I and
II, was the pre-pre clipper of all that came later
during this last century of sail!
the Patapsco and the Ferry Branch channels. A second line of protection consisted of sunken ships.
These were backed by 11 armed barges with up to
34 seamen each and armed with cannon similar to
those on shore.
The channel between Whetstone Point and
the Lazaretto was fortified should the British have
blast their way past Fort McHenry and attempted
to enter the inner harbor. By Sept. 17, the British
sailed out of the Patapsco, giving up their opportunity to neutralize Baltimore’s “nest of pirates.”
-----Lazaretto derives its name from a smallpox
quarantine hospital once there. The site’s fame
survived the war when, in 1831, a high-tech lighthouse was built on the site. It lasted until 1952,
and the Rukert Terminal Corp., there today, built
a replica in 1985. A historical marker and cannon
are nearby.
Cain is a resident and historian of Canton.

Hechts - cont. from front
hawked their wares. A large community tree was
traditionally displayed in the center of S. Broadway between Hecht’s Reliable and the Broadway
Theater--now the Latin Palace. Children sang carols
and occasionally received candy bars, apples, and
pennies from merchants.
Hecht’s Reliable became an orphan of the larger
Hecht CO. stores and felt the pain when shopping
centers, like Eastpoint in 1956, opened and residents
began driving to do their shopping. When Hecht
sold out to the May Co., Hecht’s Reliable was not
part of the purchase. It closed in 1958 and the location later housed a unit of John’s Bargain Stores,
Universal Pants, and a popular Food Town grocery
store operated by Leo Shapiro. Its recent tenants
were Save-A-Lot followed by Fresh Foods.
Resident Town Crier Michael Lisicky is author of
“Baltimore’s Bygone Department Stores” and “Hutzler’s: Where Baltimore Shops.”

Keeping Patterson a Park
At the behest of the mayor,
Councilman Kraft has put together
a Patterson Park Working Group
to reassess a 14-year-old master
plan that purportedly factored into
a proposal from the City on Oct. 2.
It would pave the way for 90 parking
spaces and a road, where trees and
grass now grow, for a senior center
in the under-used ex-Casino.
The meeting in that facility drew
about 500, mostly protestors.
Seven neighborhood organizations
adjoining the park, including Fell’s
Prospect Community Association,
are represented on the Group, as
are the Audubon Society, Friends of
Patterson Park, Parks and People
Foundation and Southeast Community Development Corp., as well
as six interested City agencies. Del.
Pete Hammen also is a member.

Schedules
Trash and Recycling
Current days for trash pickup are Tuesdays and for recycling are Thursdays.
Residents are limited to setting out three
32-gallon cans of waste between 6PM on
Mondays and 6AM on Tuesdays.
Neighborhood Meetings
Douglass Place: Third Tuesday of
each month at Bertha’s, dlh411@
gmail.com.
Antique Dealers’ Association: Call
410.675.4776.
Community Organization: Second
Tuesdays at 606 South Ann St.,
443.791.1717.
Main Street: office, 1730 Bank St.
410.675.8900.
Preservation Society: 410.675.6750
ext.16 or preservationsociety.com.
Residents’ Association: First
Wednesdays, 7PM, Bertha’s.
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The Fell’s Pointer thanks its three sustaining sponsors, One-Eyed Mike’s, 708
S. Bond St., 410.327 0445; Duda’s Tavern,
Thames and Bond Sts., 410.276.9719; as
well as Howie B Properties, commercial
and residential real estate in Fell’s Point
and Baltimore, 410.375.4200 or howiebproperties.com.
Design and layout are contributed
by Tina Fleming Warren of warrencommunications@comcast. net. Additional graphics support byJacquie
Greff, TonalVision.com. The ‘Pointer
also is grateful to its volunteer distributors, tipsters and writers, and welcomes
all submittals, questions and complaints
at the addresses below.
Editor Lew Diuguid

PRINTER AD
HISTORY AT RISK II--In this month’s episode of History at Risk videos, Tonal Vision filmmaker Frank
Tybush goes on the Original Fell’s Point Ghost Walk
to learn whether ghost tours are a good portal into
history. See it at www.FellsPoint.US. The Preservation Society’s ghost guide, at right, is April Smith.
Tours are Friday and Saturday nights at 7 from the
Visitor Center.

The Fell’s Pointer is published
monthly by volunteers of Fell’s
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Box 6137, Baltimore, MD 21231.

